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Panther Software is very proud to announce the release of xStreamer 0.90, a module to
categorise, display and stream Adobe FLV Videos.

Download HERE

xStreamer Provides:

  1. AJAX based voting system
  2. Six blocks to categorise and rank videos: video categories, most views, most commented,
highest rated, most rated and best rated videos
  3. Ability for visitors to leave comments on all videos
  4. Large video files (>100MB and upwards with no top limit).
  5. Requires web server with PHP support. Does not require expensive streaming software or
hardware.
  6. Pure streaming with support to seeking/scrubbing to any point in the video including video
that has not been downloaded.
  7. ANY FLV file can be streamed. FLV files do not require Metadata injection.
  8. Will work in Apache, Lighttpd and pretty much any web server.
  9. FLV source files are secured and can be placed outside of a web server's public directory.
  10. Each FLV file records usage and views statistics.
  11. Support for Bandwidth throttling to distribute load for busy sites.
  12. No intermediary FLV files are created! Everything is done in PHP.
  13. Does not require any extra external tools and will run under *nix, OS X, Windows etc...
  14. Requires Flash 7.0.63 to be installed on client machines which should make it compatible
with Windows, OS X and Linux users and browsers.

Please read the release notes for compatibility and installation requirements.

Please post to our xStreamer Support Forums if you have any questions. Please note that you
must be a registered member of the xProjects site to post threads on our forums or comments
on our news articles. Registration is free and we wont spam your email address. No, really.

If you find a bug in xStreamer or want to request a feature then please raise a ticket in our 
xStreamer Dev Tracker. Please note that you must be a registered member of xProjects to be
able to raise tickets.

A demo can now be seen on :http://xprojects.co.uk/modules/xstreamer/
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